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Summary 
 

This health check has been commissioned to secure advice on the out- 

standing work necessary to allow The Bloxham Neighbourhood Plan to 

proceed both smoothly and effectively through the consultation, examina- 

tion and referendum stages of Plan making. 
 
A key element of the neighbourhood plan is to provide local clarity on the 

location and type of sustainable development in general, and housing in 

particular. The Plan usefully sets out a sharp and clear focus for its aims 

and objectives. BNDP sits within the strategic context set by the adopted 

Cherwell District Council. Its development has been closely related to the 

Includes Notes 

on BNDP 

Response 
They are intended as a ‘thumbnail’ 

notes – not a detailed record’ 
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emerging Cherwell Local Plan. It is clear that this translates into a series 

of robust policies. 
 
The Plan is well - presented and constructive. It sets out a positive and 

realistic basis for the future planning of the BNDP area. It sets out a co- 

ordinated set of policies both to protect the plan area from inappropriate 

development whilst at the same time actively promoting sustainable 

housing and employment development. 
 
Subject to a series of minor changes to ensure the Plan is both effective 

in its purpose and meets the Basic Conditions there is no reason why the 

plan should not proceed towards its final stages with confidence. 
 

The Plan 
 

General observations 

• Observation:  Overall the document is well laid out, logical and 

easy to follow. The Vision for Bloxham is clearly set out. 
Suggestion: Bring the Vision closer to the front, consider front 

cover of document. 

 Insert a copy of  vision to front inside cover. 

 
• Concern: The robust consultation and public engagement is not 

so apparent in the main documents.   Suggestion: Use some of 

the excellent information in Appendix 1 as a narrative of how you 

reached your conclusions and in more detail within the 

Consultation Statement. 

 There had been a broad engagement from right across the village. 
in terms of location, age, gender and disability. The village 

residents are overwhelmingly of UK origin. Working groups had a 
reasonable gender and age mix but were whoever volunteered 

rather than selected with a few exceptions of the infrastructure 
group where we did call on a few who had specific expertise. 

Working group reports reveal clear concern for (e.g.) the views of 

the mobility challenged, those dependent upon public transport, 
social housing, those of pension age etc.  We didn’t always gather 

statistics  but will add some data on this. 

 
• Observation: good use of data graphics and précis of Basic 

Conditions and Consultation to support policies and supporting 

explanatory text. 

 

• Concern: few maps and photos included throughout Policy 

document after the introduction. Suggestion: incorporate the 

maps identified below. Consider a photo of Bloxham Mill Business 

Centre at Policy BL13 as this also highlights its existence to local 

people and potentially assists in servicing the proposed extension. 
Where policies are site specific include an overall policy map at the 

beginning of the document. For example this would work well with 
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BL18. However, perhaps BL19 might be too unresolved to do this, 

unless the site area is very broadly drawn. 

 

 Added more maps and photos where specific; an overall map 

would be difficult to include due to the wide ranging policies. It 
was noted that Tony Burton (consultant) had also suggested more 

maps. 

 
• Observation: Some of the document is immensely well-evidenced, 

e.g. the use of parallel studies within the DC’s suite of evidence 

such as SUSTRANS. 
 

• Concern: However, other comments are very general and not 

evidence based, see specific points below   Suggestion: Detail 
behind general statements will make the Plan stronger 

  

 Individual points are taken up as below. 

 
• Concern:  Some of the language within the document is emotive 

and over flowery, e.g. often in vain, they also bemoan an 

inadequacy.   Suggestion: Use quotes from the public 

consultation to highlight a point not in the narrative of the policy 

document. 

Have attempted to “formalise” the language!” 

 
• Concern:  The document does not conform to best practice in 

working within accessibility guidelines – use of titles in upper 

case, italics. Suggestion: use RNIB See it Right Guidelines 

 

 Agreed to amend titles to upper case and increase the size of 
the font somewhat. It was also noted that the website has pdf 

versions of the BNDP documents where users can opt for any 

size font as well as audio options.  

 

Points to note 
 

Our Bloxam 

•   Concern:  There is no reference to the legislation. Suggestion: 
Add the standard designation paragraph. 
 

 ‘Paragraph referencing the legislation added 
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• Concern:  There is no record of the demographics of the area 

Suggestion: The Parish section would be stronger if it held the 

demographics of the area 
  

 Have added census data graph evidencing the increase in the 
population of Bloxham and the migration graph in a separate 

section  

 
• Concern:  There is no detail of the capacity of the school in this 

section Suggestion:  introduce the data referred to later in the 

document about the capacity of the school. Information in this 

section on the current situation of the school expanding on that 

within the policies section will strengthen the document 
  

 Added a little more detail on the Warriner and Bloxham School. 
Also added catchment area information and OCC comments re: 

school not suitable for expansion. 

 
•  Concern:  Reference to Bloxham School has no explanation of 

what the school is Suggestion:– an explanation of what this 

school is and its impact on the Parish  

(See above) 
 

2.3 Concern:  no history/timeline of how development has progressed 

in the Parish Suggestion: numbers and types of housing for the 

developments of Chipperfield, Brookside, Winters Way and Bloxham 

Park with any specific issues 

 

 Added  map of ‘Age of Housing’ under 2.3 as an at-a-glance 

overview. 

 
• 2.4 Concern: Missing detailed information on the businesses in 

the area Suggestion: How many, how long have they operated, 

is the business community stable or is there a high turnover? 

Impact on community positive / negative. 

 

 Added selection of pie charts using figures from the business 

survey – to give more of a feel for Bloxham Businesses 
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• 2.4 Concern: absence of evidence referenced on the survey of 

the businesses in the area Suggestion: Reference the survey to 

answer if the current location meets their needs and if they are 

planning to expand and if so if the current location will be 

suitable? 
 

 Little evidence of expansion issues from those businesses that 
responded to the business survey. Bloxham Mill Business Park IS 

expanding so will be able to accommodate some business growth. 

 
• Concern:  Are the pubs sustainable?   Many villages feel their 

pubs are part of the heart of the community are they vulnerable 

to being lost?   Suggestion: Detail of who and how are the pubs 

used? Any alternative uses. 

 

 Two pubs are currently highly sustainable and so attempting to 
protect a third – which is already a registered community asset 

and subject to an active community bid is probably not defensible. 

  The (3rd) pub garden is protected under plan policies.   
 

 
Our Voice 

• 3.1 Concern: This section is immensely useful, however there is 

too much information for the Plan document itself (the detail 

being held in the Consultation Statement) and yet does not hold 

the sufficient amount of detail to be meaningful.   Suggestion: 

Edit out, to provide headlines and relevant points of detail only 

and signpost to Consultation Statement. For example, working 

groups and steering group should suffice to say here that they 

existed, comprised a cross-section of ages and backgrounds 

representative of the Parish. Refer to Consultation Statement for 

more details. 

 Amendments made along these lines 

 
• 3.1 Concern: Detail of numbers, diversity, times of public 

engagement missing.  Suggestion: cross reference with 

consultation statement and the excellent appendix 1 here and 

add any detail on how events were conducted in a way to 

maximise response. 

 

 Bloxham is a Cotswold edge village and it’s population is 

relatively homogeneous by national standards. The engagement 
certainly entailed a good mix of gender, age and geographical 

location. (E.g. The housing group was 50:50 M/F; Recreation 
44:56 M/F; Infrastructure 91:9 M/F and steering group 73:23 

M/F) All were volunteers. Have added data on this. 
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•   Concern:  diversity of steering and working groups Suggestion: 

State how the members of the working groups were recruited 

and how representational they are of the parish demographics 
 

All groups were volunteers from the well-attended launch 
meetings rather than selected. Not every group was 
representative of the parish demographic (e.g. the infrastructure 
group was predominantly male) but there was a fair spread of 
age, gender and village location overall.   
Added gender balance of W.Gps and post-code map of volunteers 
to BCS appendix 

 
• 3.1 Concern:  The results of the questionnaires do not reference 

how these numbers equate to the overall population and the 

different sections within it Suggestion: Insert demographic 

information and any diversity data collected to ensure all groups 
responded, or steps were made to engage with them differently 

e.g. young people’s questionnaire 

  
Added % response next to questionnaires which are satisfyingly 
high for both general residents and businesses.  

 
• 3.1 Observation Media – good practice that the data has been 

captured on website hits and coverage of other media. 
  

No action required. At time of writing BNDP site has over 18,000 
pageloads. Increasingly these are beyond Bloxham giving the 
site a top20 search ranking for the search term “neighbourhood 
plan.’ 

 
Policy 

•   Observation: Policies are very easy to read and understand. 

 
• Theme D – Concern: absence of evidence on ageing population 

Suggestion: insert evidence of the demographics to support the 

information. 

 

 Added the Cherwell ‘ageing’ graph 2011 – 2013. The Bloxham age 

profile will be very similar – just very slightly more older folk. 

 
•   Concern:  ‘The elderly’ is a known patronising term. 

Suggestion: Replace with ‘older people’. You may want to be 

more specific, active early retired, independent older people, 
older people with support in their own home, older people in 

care. 
 

Not sure why elderly should be considered patronizing but 
agreed to amend to ‘pension age’ or suitable alternative!! 
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• Concern:  Policy BL1 is too specific to allow for more or less on 

the site approved with outline planning permissions. Altered 

circumstances might result in a better scheme with less 

development or more, developed in a different way that might 
reduce the burden on services etc. Suggestion: Seek the advice 

of CDC on an alternative policy wording. Suggest along the lines 

of ‘BL1 Detailed proposals (and/or Reserved Matters) will be 

supported for the development approved in outline to the south 

of Milton Road, where such proposals comply with the detailed 

development policies of this NDP.’ 

 

 Amended slightly but plans for this development are now at an 
advanced stage and so issues are fairly unlikely. 

 We have amended Policy BL2 based on Cherwell DC feedback that 

it would benefit from being more criterion based. 

 
•   BL3 – BL5, BL8 Well-crafted and evidenced policies 

 

No action required 

 
•   BL6 – augment policy with source of cited ‘110 litres’ water usage 

 

Referenced Evolving optional Building regulations and LP 

 
• BL7 – consider including offsite impacts of development where 

appropriate. 
 

After further discussion we decided this should be by our statements 
on flood-risk assessment and upon concern for the amenity of existing 
residents. 

 
• BL9 – consider how criteria (a) will be assessed within a planning 

application. For example request drawings demonstrating any 

disputed effect upon neighbouring properties or daylighting/ shadow 

study etc. 
 

Decided no action required as procedures on dealing with ‘right to 
light’ are already well established. 

 
• BL10 suggest replace ‘only’ from policy heading with ‘where’. The 

meaning is clear. Consider adding final line. ‘Where these criteria 

are not met satisfactorily permission will be refused’. 

 

 Added this to Policy 10  
 

 

• BL11 –Counter potential concern if this policy might have a 

negative impact around affordable homes. Suggestion: Explain 
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how this policy would be implemented for affordable homes, 
starter homes downsizing etc. 

 

Difficulties complying with BL11 will need to be considered on an 
individual case basis. The adopted Local Plan (2015) already has 
policies in place to deal with viability concerns generated by the need 
for both affordable housing or sustainable construction.  
Bloxham open-market properties provide a high return for developers 
and so any blanket exemptions from aspects of BL11 is not considered 
necessary on either count. 

 
  

• BL12 – For ease of reference and completion of NDP Provide 

maps referred to underneath policy/ text, i.e. within document. 

Consider providing additional larger sized map in appendix or 

referring reader to CDC document. 
 

We have moved  maps of Tadmarton Rd Country Park and the amenity 
area running up to the Barford Rd.Milton Road into the main 
document. 

 

 

• BL14 consider adding photo and location map of this and other 

commercial premises. 
 

This Policy has now been overtaken by events and is removed. 
Note consequent change of numbering hereon. I.e. BL15 ->BL14 

 
• BL15(14) consider seeking evidence of impact where locations are 

particularly sensitive. Perhaps incorporate a final sentence ‘Where 

proposals are in particularly sensitive areas, applicants will be 

required to provide additional information to support their 

application through means including photomontages, accurate 

visual imagery to current industry standards or maps demonstrating 

sightlines.’ 

Added suggested paragraph as part of B2 

The preferred option might well be within the church steeple which 

is the tallest in Oxfordshire! 

 
• BL17(16) – Within text, provide overview map of location of all the 

spaces, relative to each other. A well-defined map of each area. The 

maps and detailed descriptions need to remain in the appendix. 
 

 We have provided improved maps of the areas concerned. 
 

 
Bloxham Projects 

•   Concern:  These projects sit outside the legal remit of an NDP. 
They are best placed in another document, Basic Conditions or 

Consultation Statement. Suggestion: Keep the title ‘7. Bloxham 

Projects’. Keep first sentence. Signpost the reader to whichever 
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document chosen to place them within. Thank the people 

involved and state how these projects will be carried on. Remove 

text from second para onwards ad all bullet points to another 

document. 
 

Have removed most of this other than a brief mention 

 
Appendices 

These work well. Change the order to show maps first. 

To review 
 
 
 

Basic Conditions Statement 
 
 
 

General observations 

• Observation:  Overall the document is well laid out, legible, 

concise and logical. Recommendation: Make more of the 

Sustainability Appraisal within this document and the supporting 

Working Group reports, as detailed below. 

• Concern: Reporting on compliance with local planning policy is 

made primarily on the emerging CDC Plan, no reference is found 

as to the extant and Adopted Plan. The NDP manages this 

aspect well. Recommendation: Seek advice from CDC on their 

preferred procedure. Perhaps consider dates of the NDP 

Examination and Referendum and necessity of including policy 

references to Adopted Local Plan. Either way, make some 

reference to the NDP relationship with the Adopted Plan and 

general statement of compliance, relevance and/ or deviation 

that is remedied in either  the emerging Plan and/ or NDP. 
 

 We have added an explanation. At the time of writing, the emerging 

plan seems likely to become the adopted plan before the BNDP is 

published! 
 
 

Points to note 

• Concern:  para 4a and. SEA information is weak and could fail 

the Examination, rather than be a modification by the Examiner.  

 Recommendation: Copy the SEA information from the SA 

Report, page 6, refer to the results of Cherwell DCs initial scoping 

document in the text and include copy of all responses and CDC’s 

scoping response within Appendix. Fact check the response from 

EA, as they refer to 20 dwellings provision across the plan period. 
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 In a subsequent conversation the Health-check examiner had been 
surprised that CDC had not provided an SEA screening opinion and 
thought we should try again under their duty of support. They have 

now done this. 
 

• Concern:  The supporting documents could be better referenced 

within the Basic Conditions Statement as they provide excellent 
data for the plan and their existence strengthens the Plan. 

Suggestion:  Their existence and a summary should be more 

obvious within the Basic Conditions Document, referenced and 

directly attached as Appendices. You may wish to use the 

introduction on the webpage within each supporting document as 

each supporting study needs a similar Introduction explaining 

who  compiled them and containing the summary for each the 

document, which shall also be added to the Contents page. 

 
 

We have added a summary of the BCS at the start. 
We have added information about who compiled the other documents 

as an appendix. 

 

 
• Concern:  SO 3 and 4. Suggestion:  Whilst Bloxham cannot be 

categorised as disadvantaged or urban, there are Policies within the 

NDP that seek to advance opportunities for all and to sustain the life 

of the parish holistically through social, economic and environmental 
means that you can signpost here as to other CDC policies. 
 

We have included information that policies are seeking to address the 
issues emanating from all parts of the community. 

 
 

• Concern:  para 4b could be augmented. Suggestion:  The 

Consultation Strategy demonstrates the wide ranging engagement 

and consultation programme to engage the widest cross-section of 
local people for the maximum opportunity to contribute to the 

Policies. Therefore, such a community-driven Plan does not diminish 

etc… 

 

We have adopted this language. 

 

Consultation Statement 
 
 
 

General observations 

• Observation:  Overall the document is well laid out, logical and 

easy to follow 
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Points to note 

• 2 – Observation:  Good to have the number of attendees for each 

event.  Concern:  lack of more detailed information on ages, 
gender, where in the village they live Suggestion:  insert more 

detail. 

 

We didn’t collect this level of data but have provided examples of the 
gender balance in working groups and activities targeting various age 
ranges, residents, businesses etc.  

We certainly have some engagement from just about every post-

code area in the village. 

 
•   3 - Concern:  Response rate against population data missing. 

Suggestion:  add the percentage response in relation to the 
overall population.  Some demographics in here would be useful and 

strengthen the statement. 
 

We have added the percentage data in where it is known. 
 
 

• Concern:  The questionnaire in the statement is very leading – it 

does not offer the option to say what people’s concerns are rather 

to vote on pre-determined concerns. Suggestion: Give some of 

the detail from Appendix 1 on how the questionnaire was refined 

from the earlier comments at public events. 

 

There were general questions on some of these areas in the main 
questionnaire. The questions at the pre-publication stage were not 
to identify areas:  this had already been done in previous 
consultation exercises. It was to confirm (or otherwise) general 
village agreement with such designations.  In fact, despite strong 
village support we have softened the protection on the Bloxham 
School sites as a result of the pre-pub consultation.  

 
 
 

Consultation Statement Appendix 1 
 

 

There is a very strong document and demonstrates a robust consultation 

process.  The narrative of the process of consultation is not apparent in 

the main statement.  Taking the main points from Appendix 1 in to a time 

line would explain how the Plan developed from initial broad questions 
that were analysed and then presented back as a more detailed 

questionnaire. 
 

We have tried to amend the main statement along these lines. 
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